Approved Cables Initiative: Prysmian’s support
The Approved Cables Initiative (ACI) is supported by Prysmian, and reports examples of sub-standard cable
and failures in UK market surveillance. The ACI works alongside the Health and Safety Executive and Trading
Standards to support existing legislation, but forms the main body in spearheading and tackling issues
around sub-standard cables since 2010.
In recent years, the work done by the ACI has been significant and extensive, preventing a vast amount of
cable from being installed that could have been defective or faulty, and might have endangered life and
property. In May 2010, the ACI were behind the recall of 11 million metres of Atlas Kablo’s cable from the
UK market. Additionally, two of the company’s product certification licenses were suspended by the British
Approvals Service for Cables (BASEC). Alerted by the ACI, the Turkish Standards Institution also suspended
an Atlas Kablo’s certification license. This helped prevent further sub-standard cables being imported into
the UK.
In 2011, further discoveries were made of electric cable from China which failed to comply with British
Standards for cable. The ACI acted quickly on this issue and made Amazon, the provider who was selling the
cable, aware of the problem. In 2013, the ACI’s activities included lobbying the Prime Minister, who personally
pledged to investigate the issue of substandard cable at a European level.
In 2014, the ACI took to the high street to address unsafe cables on sale in branches of the British retailer,
Wilko. The power cable was not from a recognised manufacturer and failed to meet the current BS EN 50525
cable standard. In testing, the cable and flex, which originated from China, failed several safety tests. Once
aware of the issues, Wilko withdrew the range and retested the rest of its cable products. In recent months,
the ACI has been issuing advice to contractors and installers regarding halogen-free cables, to help them
specify cables that will protect the safety of their customers.
Today at the All Cables Are Not the Same Roadshow, we at Prysmian, as supporters of the ACI, wish to
demonstrate the importance of specifying and installing cable that meets or exceeds required British and
European safety standards. Since the UK does not currently have the regulations to prevent sub-standard
cables entering the country, it is important that those in the electrical industry remain vigilant and check that
cable used meets these important standards.
Prysmian aims to stamp out faulty cable from the UK market entirely. Prysmian would like to remind its
guests of criteria to check for cable that is bought and sold, to ensure that cable is safe to use:
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Today as the focus of our event, we hope to demonstrate that there is disparity between the performance of
good and bad cable, especially in the event of fire. Poor quality cables with substandard materials can emit

toxic fumes in a fire, creating difficulty in evacuating the building. Faulty cables can come from anywhere;
in recent years sub-standard products have been discovered in Australia, the US, South Korea, the UK, the
Middle East, Hong Kong and Europe.
Issues with cable contribute hugely to the health and safety of individuals who live or work in the buildings in
which they are installed. In 2012/13, electrical systems accounted for 4,200 fires, 450 injuries and 8 deaths.
Prysmian’s hope is that the circumstances which brought about these unfortunate events will be prevented
by the continued work of the ACI. Additionally, added vigilance by individuals and companies within the
electrical industry will save huge amounts of time and money, as cable that is discovered as faulty has to be
removed, with reputation damage and inconvenience to everyone involved.
Prysmian is proud to offer fire resistant solutions for life safety and firefighting systems which exceed the
standard and enhanced requirements expected in the UK and the rest of Europe. In this way, when Prysmian
is specified and installed, all involved can be assured that they are using the highest quality, and will be
providing the best protection to life and property in the event of fire.
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